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I. INTRODUCTION 
Linear operator equations like AX + XB = C in Hilbert spaces have been 
the topic for many mathematical investigations because they encompass equa- 
tions like the canonical commutation and anticommutation relations of mathe- 
matical physics and the operator Lyapunov equation 
AX+XA*=-C (1) 
from the stability theory of dynamical systems. 
The special case of (1) where C> 0 is essentially covered by the generalized 
Lyapunov theorem (see [I], [2], [4] and [18]). The case where C is positive 
semidefinite but where the space is finite dimensional, i.e. where (1) is the 
matrix Lyapunov equation, has been treated in [3] and [ 161. 
The new feature of this paper is a treatment of positive semidefinite solutions 
to the Lyapunov equation (1) in a complex Hilbert space S which in general 
is infinite dimensional. 
Our main results are 
(1) The equation (1) has a positive semidefinite bounded solution if and 
only if the limit 
D : = ‘,~+II s * esACeYA* ds 
0 
exists in the strong sense. If so then D is the smallest positive semidefinite 
solution. The closure of the range of D is the controllability space 
-- 
%(A ] C) := span{AK% 1 x E X’, j = 0, l,... }. 
(2) The equation (1) has a positive semidefinite bounded solution if and 
only if its restriction to %?(A 1 C) has. 
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(3) If (1) has a positive semidefinite bounded solution then under mild 
conditions on A we have 
o(A JQ(,.I~)) _C {z E C ) Re z -< 0). 
(4) If A is a normal operator with spectral measure E(.) then the homo- 
geneous equation AX + XA* = 0 has X = 0 as only semidefinite bounded 
solution if and only if E({x E C 1 Re z = 0)) = 0. 
(5) An infinite dimensional version of W. Hahn’s criterion for complete 
controllability [8]. 
II. NOTATION, DEFINITIONS AND BASIC FACTS 
Throughout this paper S signifies a complex Hilbert space with inner 
product (., .) and with I/ . // as the corresponding norm. We assume S’ # {O}. 
We let Z’(Z) denote the Banach space of all continuous linear maps on ~2’ 
with the uniform operator norm, which also will be denoted // . 11 . Operator 
will here mean an element of S’(.F), unless we explicitly state it is unbounded. 
a(A), a,(A) and p(A) will stand for the spectrum, the point spectrum and the 
resolvent set respectively of A E S’(&‘). We use the notation 06(A) for the 
approximate defect spectrum of A, defined by 06(A) := {z E @ 1 A - ZI is not 
surjective). 
rr+={z~~IRez>O}, ~~={z~@~Rez<O} 
and 
DEFINITION 1. Let C E Z(H). 
C is said to be positive semide$nite and we write C > 0 if (Cx, x) > 0 for all 
XEiw. 
We write C > 0 if (Cx, x) > 0 for all x E J?\(O). 
We write C> 0 if there exists p E [w, p > 0 such that C - ~1 is positive 
semidefinite. 
DEFINITION 2. The controllability spa.ce%(A I C) for the pair (A, C)E~(&‘) x 
Y(X) is 
-- 
%(A 1 C) := span{AK’x 1 x E .P,j = 0, I,... }. 
Note that %?(A I C) is invariant under A and C, and that its orthogonal 
complement 
+?(A j C)l = {x ES I C*A*% = 0 for allj = 0, I,...}, 
is invariant under A*. 
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Note finally that 
when C >, 0, because then range(P) = range(C). 
III. GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE LYAPUNOV EQUATION 
The following fundamental result shows that the key point in the question 
of the existence of positive semidefinite solutions to (1) when C >, 0, is whether 
the increasing symmetric-operator valued function 
s t t--t esACesA* ds 0 
for t 3 co converges strongly to an operator 
D := f$ It tiACesA* ds 
0 
(2) 
in A?(Z) or not. 
THEOREM 1. If C 3 0 then the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (1) has a positive semidefinite solution. 
(b) There exists a sequence HI, Ha ,... of self-adjoint operators con- 
verging weakly to 0, and a bounded sequence X, , X, ,... of positive semidefinite 
operators such that 
C - H, < -AX, - X,A” for all n = 1, 2,.... 
(c) The set {si tiAC+* ds j t > O> is bounded in L?(Z). 
(d) D exists as a strong limit in P(X). 
If one (and hence all) of these conditions is satisfied then D is a positive semi- 
definite solution of (1). 
Remark. (1) Since C > 0 we find by the monotone convergence theorem 
that 
(Dx, s) = /DE (e+S?A*x, x) ds = ,“F I1 (e-%?ACesA*X, x) ds. 
++ 0 
That shows our conditions are equivalent to the one of Freeman (see his remark 
on p. 826 of [7]). 
(2) It has been known for very long that the expression sy esAC@a ds 
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under certain conditions on A and B is a solution of the operator equation 
/2X + XB = -C. See Section 1.7 of [13] for further references. 
(3) The theorem generalizes Lemma 4 of [5] (where one should replace 
BA by Re(BA)) for the case of a uniformly continuous semi-group. 
Proof. (a) * (b) is a triviality. 
(b) 2 (c): From the inequality in (b) we find for any n = I, 2,... and any 
s E IF! that 
When we integrate that from 0 to t and rearrange terms we find that 
s 
t esACesA* ds < X - efAX etA* 1 n n eAHnesAt ds. 
0 
Since {X,} is bounded, say by mI, and since X, >, 0, we get 
.r t 1 t esACesA* ds < ml + pAHnesAr ds. 0 0 
The sequence {H,} is bounded by the principle of uniform boundedness because 
it is weakly convergent. Letting n + co in the estimate we get by the dominated 
convergence theorem that 
i 
t 
esACeyA* ds < ml, 
‘0 
which establishes (c). 
(c) * (d): An increasing symmetric-operator valued function which is 
bounded, converges strongly. See f. ex. Solution 94 of [9]. 
(d) =- (a). Since D clearly is positive semidefinite it suffices to show that D 
is a solution of (I ). Now for any x E % we have by an elementary calculation that 
((AD + DA*) x, x) = lim 
t+= s 
t d (eWe~~*x, x) ds 
o ds 
= h((CetA*x, etA*x) - (Cx, x). 
Since Jr (CetA’x, etA ‘x) dt = (Dx, x) < co, the limit is 0, so that AD f DA* = 
-C. 
Finally the last statement of the theorem was proved under (d) + (a). 
THEOREM 2. Let us assume that C > 0 and that D exists as a strong limit. 
Then 
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(a) D is the smallest positive semidejnite solution of (1). 
(b) range(D) = 9F(A / C), so D leaves %?(A / C) invariant. D /a(aic~ > 0 
and D = 0 on %(A / C)‘. 
(c) If C > 0 then D > 0. 
If C>O then D>O. 
Remark. In (b) we cannot in general expect that range D = %?(A 1 C). As 
an example take A = --I and let C > 0 be injective but not surjective. Then 
??(A / C) = &‘, but D =$C so that range D = range C $3. 
Proof (a) For any positive semidefinite solution X of (1) we find by 
integrating the identity 
-eSAC&A* = $ (esAXesA*) 
over [0, t] that 
- @ACesA* ds = &AX&A* - X. 
The first term on the right-hand side is positive semidefinite since X > 0, and so 
.c 
t 
t?ACesA* ds < X. 
0 
Letting t + co we get D < X. 
(b) It is easy to check that the null-space of D equals %(A 1 C)l. This 
implies the rest of (b). 
(c) If C > 0 then %‘(A j C) = z?, so D > 0 by (b). 
If C > 0 then D > 0 by the generalized Lyapunov theorem. See, e.g. [4]. 1 
Theorem 2 indicates that the controllability space %?(A / C) plays an important 
role. The following theorem emphasizes that by pointing out that it is the restric- 
tions of A and C to %‘(A 1 C) that determine whether (1) has a positive semi- 
definite solution or not. If YE 3’(s) leaves g(A 1 C) invariant we use the 
notation Yr = Y lv(Alc) . 
THEOREM 3. Let C 3 0. 
(a) (1) has a positive semidefinite solution if and only if 
A,X + x24,* = -c, (3) 
has a positive semide$nite solution X E 6P(%?(A 1 C)). 
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(b) Let D (resp. (D’)) be the smallest positive semidefinite solution of (I) 
(resp. (3)). 
Then D’ > 0 and D = D’P, where P denotes the orthogonal projection of 2 onto 
$?(A / C). In particular D’ = D, . 
Proof. It is easy to check the identity 
Jot esp(sA,) C, exp(sAt) ds = I’ esACesA* ds (*[AIC) . 
0 
(a) If (1) has a positive semidefinite solution then by Theorem 1 the 
right-hand side converges strongly as t + $-co. By the same theorem (3) has a 
positive semidefinite solution. If conversely (3) has a positive semidefinite 
solution then the left hand side and hence $, esACesA* ds converges strongly on 
Q(A 1 C) as t + co. But ji eACesA* ds equals 0 on F?(A / C)l, so it converges 
strongly everywhere, and we apply Theorem I. 
(b) Let t + +CG in the identity above and apply Theorem 2(b). 1 
The next two results will be formulated and proved for the more general 
operator equation 
AX* + XB* = -C, (4) 
where A, B, C and X E Z(Y). 
PROPOSITION 4. Let C > cl where c > 0, and let X E 9(Z) be a solution of 
(4). Then 
(a) 0 6 us(X), where ub denotes the approximate defect spectrum. 
(b) If X is normal, then 0 E p(X) and 
II X-l II < c-‘(Ii A il + il B II). 
(c) If X is positive semidefinite then 
X 3 ~(11 A II + II B II)-‘13 0. 
Remark. The result (c) about the lower bound of X extends the theorem 
p. 595 of [15] for the Lyapunov matrix equation to the more general equation (4) 
in Hilbert space. 
Proof of the proposition. (a) We show that the assumption 0 E Us leads to 
a contradiction with C > 0: 
Since a,(X*) = us(X), where 0,(X*) denotes the approximate point spectrum 
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of X*, we see that 0 E a,(X) implies that 0 E u,(X*) and hence that there exists a 
sequence x, , x, ,... of unit vectors in &’ with the property that X*r, + 0 as 
n-+co. 
From (4) we then get 
(Cxn 9 x,) = (x*x, ) A*x,) - (B*x, , x*x,) + 0, 
contradicting that C > 0. 
(b) For any normal operator Y we have u(Y) = ud(Y), so by (a) we see 
0 .$ a(X). The following estimates, in which we use that I/ Xx /j = I[ X*x 11 for a 
normal operator X, imply the rest of(b): 
c I/ x 112 < (Cx, x) = --(x*x, A*x) - (B*x, x*x) 
d II Xx II (II A II + II B II) II x II . 
(c) follows from (b). 1 
We saw in Theorem 2 that the smallest positive semidefinite solution D of (1) 
has range(D) = %(A 1 C). Any other positive semidefinite solution X of (1) will 
therefore satisfy range(X) 3 %(A / C). 
The example A = B = C = 0 and X = I demonstrates that we in general 
cannot expect equality. 
The next proposition is interesting because it shows that the inclusion holds 
for any Hermitian solution of (1). So together with Theorem 2 it partially 
generalizes [16, Lemma 2.3, and Theorem 4.la(ii)]. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let C > 0. Then any normal operator X satisfyin (4) has 
range(X) 2 %‘(B I C). In particular, any Hermitian solution X to (1) satisjies 
range(X) 3 %(A I C). 
Proof. The desired inclusion is equivalent to 
A$+ C V(B j C)l = {a E Y? I CB*ja = 0 forj = 0, I,...} 
where J+‘& is the kernel of X*. 
Let us assume X*a = 0. Then 
-(Ca, a) = (AX*a + XB*a, a) 
= (X*a, A*a) + (B*a, X*a) = 0 + 0 = 0, 
which implies Ca = 0 since C > 0. Furthermore, since X is normal, 
/I X*B*a /I = /I XB*a II = I/ -Ca - AX*a /I = /j 0 - 0 Ij = 0, 
so that we have established the case j = 0 of the induction hypothesis: 
CB*ja = 0 and X*B*(j+l)a = 0 for j = 0, l,.... 
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The induction step is straightforward, so we omit it. 
Since CB*%z = 0 we have a E V(B / C)l. [ 
Proposition 5 gives a lower bound for the closure of the range of a positive 
semidefinite solution of (1). We can get an upper bound by help of the Riesz 
decomposition theorem [17, p. 2991: 
If e(A) = e- u G+ is the disjoint union of two spectral sets (T- and u+ , then Z@ 
decomposes into a direct sum & = Z- + #+ of closed subspaces which are 
invariant under A. Moreover o(A I&?) = u- and o(A I.#+) = u+ . 
PROPOSITION 6. Let C 3 0. Assume that a(A) is the dtijoint union of two 
spectral sets u- and of and that u+ C r+ . 
Then any solution X of (1) has (Xx, x) < 0 for all x E SK’. 
In particular, any .positive semidefinite solution X of (1) has range(X) C &? . 
Remark. The first part of the proposition is an infinite dimensional version 
of Theorem 5 of [20], and the second part of Theorem III of [3]. 
Proof of Proposition 6. We let P+ be the parallel projection of &’ onto &+ 
along .Z , and use the notation 
A+:=A\S’+, x+ := P+XP,* I%+ , c+ := P+CP,* I#+ . 
Then X+ is a solution of the equation A+X+ + X+A$ = -C+ in the Hilbert 
space &?+ . Since o(A+) = u+ C 7r+ , it follows from the generalized Lyapunov 
theorem [4] that 
x+ = - 
s 
m exp(-tA+) C, exp(--tAt) dt, 
0 
which shows that X+ is negative semidefinite on Z+ . Thus 
(XP,P+x, P,P+x) = (X+P+q P+x) < 0 for all x E *. 
Since 
range(P,*P+) = Nizp+ = .A$: = &-’ 
the proposition follows. fl 
IV. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR EXISTENCE 
THEOREM 1. Let C be Hermitian and assume that u(A /up~l~)) C 7~~ . 
Then the integral 
D:= m 
s 
esACeA’ ds 
0 
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converges absolutely with respect to the operator norm in -Ep(&‘), and D is a Hermi- 
tian solution of (1). 
Proof. Let A, := A /~t~~c, and C, := C IQ(~~~) . By assumption o(A,) C r- , 
so there are constants M, p > 0 such that 
Now 
I/ esAl 11 < Me-“’ for all s 2 0. 
so 
@AC&A* = 0 on g(A I w 
= eS4Cl&; on VA I ‘3 
11 eSACVA* 11 = 11 eSACltiA: /I < M2 11 C, /j e-2Ws 
which shows that the integral D converges absolutely with respect to the operator 
norm on 9(.Z?). 
One can prove D is a solution of (1) by copying the part (d * a) of the proof 
of Theorem 111.1. 1 
THEOREM 2. If 0 < PC < -Re A for some p > 0, then (1) has a positive 
semide$nite solution. 
Proof. Put H, = 0 and X, = (2~))~ I in (b) of Theorem 111.1. 1 
If p = 0 in Theorem 2 so that A just is dissipative then (1) need not possess 
a solution, far less a positive semidefinite one, as the simple example A = 0, 
C = I shows. Nevertheless we have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Re A < 0 < C. 
If (1) has a solution then it has a positive semidejkite one. This holds in particular 
ifu6(A)nr0= O. 
Proof. If X is any solution of (1) we have that 
s t X -&AX&A’ = eSACes * ds for all t E [w. 0 
Since A is dissipative we have 11 etA /I < 1, and so the left-hand side and hence 
also the right-hand side are bounded. We can therefore appeal to Theorem 
111.1. 
If us(A) n no = o and Re A < 0 it follows from Theorem 5 of [6] that (1) 
has a solution. 1 
Notation. If X is any linear operator we let 93(X) denote its domain of 
definition. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let A be a dissipative operator, let C be positive semidef&ite, 
and let 
s 
t 
D, := eSACtiA’ ds for t 3 0. 
0 
If there exists a (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint operator T on ~‘6 such that 
(D,x, x) < (TX, x) for all t > 0 and all x E 9(T), then Dt converges, as t -+ 00, 
in the strong resolvent sense to a (possibly unbounded) positive semidefinite, self- 
adjoint operator X such that 
(1) A*g(X) &B(X) and 
(2) .4Xx + XA*x = -Cx for all x E 9(X), 
Remark. The proof shows that the condition about A being dissipative may 
be relaxed to {C1/zetA* 1 t > 0} being bounded. 
COROLLARY 5 (cf. Proposition 3.2 of [12]). Let A be a normal operator in # 
with Re A < 0, and let C 3 0. 
Then D, satisfies the conclusions of Proposition 4. 
Proof of the proposition. By Theorem VIII.3.13 of [lo] we get that Dt con- 
verges, as t --f co, in the strong resolvent sense towards a (not necessarily 
bounded) self-adjoint, positive semidefinite operator X, that 
(I + D&l--+ (I + X)-l strongly as t-co, 
and that (D,x, x) -+ (Xx, x) as t -+ co for each x E 9(X). En particular we note 
for use below that 
I z /! P2etA*x II2 dt < CO for each x E 9(X). 0 
From the identity 
we find 
AD, + DtA* = -C + etACetA” 
(Z + D&l A + A*(Z + D,)-l = (I + D&l [2Re A - C + etACetA*] (I + D&l 
Here the term (I + D,)-1 etACetA*(Z + D&l converges strongly as t --+ CO 
because the other terms do so. 
We will show the limit is 0. It suffices to show that E, := CY2 etA*(Z + D&l 
--t 0 strongly, because then I/ Ef I/ = (/ Et // is bounded for t > 0 and thus 
ErEt + 0 strongly. 
Let x E H and set y = (I + X)-l x E L%(Z + X) = 9(X). Then 
11 E,x II < ~1 Cl/2 11 ’ etA* 11 ij(I + D,)-l x - (Z -C S)ml x // + (1 C1’2etA*y /I . 
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Since A is dissipative, 11 etA* Ij is bounded for t > 0 (cf. [II], p. 682), and hence 
the first term on the right hand side converges to 0. We know E$E,x converges; 
so I/ Etx /I2 = (E*E t TV, x) must converge. Hence as t --+ 00 
lim // E,x /I = lim inf I( E,x Ij < lim inf j/ C1lzefA*y 11 = 0. 
When t -+ 00 the identity above yields 
(I + X)-l A + A*(I + X)-l = (I + X)-l [2Re A - C] (I f X)-l. 
This shows that A* maps range((1 + X)-l) = 9(X) into range((l + X)-r) = 
9(X) as desired. 
The last formula is now just manipulation with the symbols involved. fl 
Remark. That (YetA* + 0 strongly is implicit in our proof. 
Proof of the corollary. Let Re A = JJ-~,~[ XE(d/\) be the spectral decomposi- 
tion of Re A, and let 
P, := E(]-CO, -c[) for E > 0. 
We have for each E > 0 that 
D, < /I C/I St es%?“* ds = j/ C 11 jOt e2*ReA ds 
0 
< 11 C/j 1’ eczst dsP, + /I C Ij /’ e2*ReA ds(I - P,) 
< II c II (& p, + %(I - e; 
where OL~ > 0, so that 
I + D, < (II C II (26)-l + 1) P, + (at + 1) (1 - P,). 
From this we get the estimate 
(I+ Dt)Y 3 (1 + II C II (2~Y-’ P, = 8(c) P, , 
where B(G) > 0 does not depend on t. 
The set {(I + D,)-’ j t > 0) of symmetric operators forms a decreasing net, 
so its strong limit S exists and is a self-adjoint operator. From our estimate above 
s 3 NE> p, for all E > 0, 
so, since P, + I strongly as E -+ 0, we have S > 0. Therefore S-1 exists as a 
(possibly unbounded) self-adjoint operator. Since S < (I + D&l for all t > 0 
we have S-l 2 I + D, . 
We now apply the proposition with T := S-l - I. 1 
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V. NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR EXISTENCE 
THEOREM 1. Let C 3 0. If (1) has a positive semide$nite solution then 
%(A Ik4IC)) c n- . 
Proof. If (1) has a positive semidefinite solution then so does (3) according 
to Theorem 111.3. We may and will therefore assume that V?((A 1 C) = Z. 
By Theorem III.1 the equation (I) has the solution D, given by (2), and D > 0 
by Theorem 111.2.~. 
From the identity AD + DA* = -C we get for any x EX that 
Re(Dx, A*x) = - $(Cx, x). (*) 
If h E a,(A*) and x # 0 is an eigenvector corresponding to h then it follows 
from (*) that 
Re h(Dx, x) = - Q(Cx, x). 
Since D > 0 we have 
Reh=--<(). 
Wx, 4 
Finally, Re h = 0 leads to a contradiction as follows: It clearly implies that 
CX = 0 and then for any j = 0,2,... that 
CA*jx = C/ljx = 0 
so that x E %(A 1 C)l = 2’ = (0). But the eigenvector x was non-zero. I 
Remark. Theorem 3.1 of [16] is an obvious corollary. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that C 2 0 and that a(A) n rr+ is a spectral set for A. 
If (1) has a positive semide$nite solution then 
Proof. Since (1) has a positive semidefinite solution it has the special one D 
whose range according to Theorem 111.2.~ satisfies that range(D) = %(A 1 C). 
By Proposition III.6 we get V(A / C) C H, , where H, denotes the invariant 
subspace of H that corresponds to the spectral set a(A)\x+ . 
The spectrum of the restriction of an operator B to an invariant subspace is 
contained in the full spectrum of B, i.e. in the union of a(B) with all the bounded 
components of p(B) (Theorem 0.8, p. 6 of [14]), so 
a(A Ie(Alc)) C full spectrum of A I#, 
C convex hull of o(A)\r+ C T- u r. . I 
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The example C = Re A = 0, X = I shows that A need not be stable, even 
when (1) has a solution X > 0. But we see from the following result that it 
must have its spectrum in V- u ~a . 
PROPOSITION 3. If C > 0 and (1) has a solution X > 0 then there is an inner 
product on ti, equivalent with the original one, such that A is dissipative with 
respect to it. In particular, a(A) C rr- u no . 
Proof. Define a new inner product (., . j in &’ by 
<x, Y> : = (XT X-ly) for all x, y E Z. 
It is then easy to see that 
Re(Ax, x) = - +(CX-lx, X-lx) 
which proves the proposition. m 
EXAMPLE 4. We cannot in Proposition 3 conclude that a(A /~(~l~)) is 
contained in n- as in the finite dimensional case. In [l 1] (Theorem 2.2, p. 683) 
there is an example of a dissipative operator A # 0 which is quasi-nilpotent. 
The equation AX + XA* = 2Re A obviously has X = I> 0 as solution, but 
44 Iwaic)) = 80. 
PROPOSITION 5. If C 3 0 and (1) has a positive semidejinite solution then 
ClPetA* + 0 strongly as t++oo. 
Proof. During the proof of Theorem III.1 (d * a) we saw for any x E &! 
that 
(AD + DA*) x = lim etACetA*x - Cx, t++m 
in particular that the limit exists. Since D is a solution of (1) the limit is 0. But 
that is equivalent to the statement of the proposition. 1 
If C > 0 and dim(Z) < co then the condition C1jzetA* + 0 as t --f co suf- 
fices for existence of a positive semidefinite solution of (1). (See Theorem 3.2 of 
[16]). It is not sufficient in the infinite dimensional case. The following example 
shows that it is not even enough that A is self-adjoint and dissipative, commutes 
with C and has 
/I CY2etA* 11 -+ 0 as t--+ca 
EXAMPLE 6. Let {e, , e2 ,..., e, , . ..) be an orthonormal basis in an infinite 
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dimensional Hilbert space. Let A and C be the operators determined by 
Ae, = - r e, and 
?I. 
Ce, = c,e, for n = 1, 2,..., 
where {c,} is a bounded sequence of real numbers, c, > 0. 
By an easy calculation 
11 W2etA*x II2 = f c, exp (- -$ t) 1(x, eJ2, 
1 
so if c, -+ 0 as n + co then 
11 C112etA* 11 + 0 as t+ 33. 
On the other hand Theorem 3.1 of [12] implies that (1) has a positive semi- 
definite solution if and only if the sequence {c,n} is bounded. 
VI. UNIQUENESS 
In this section we derive uniqueness results about positive semidefinite solu- 
tions of (1) and of the associated homogeneous equation 
AX,+X,A* -0. (5) 
The reason we are interested in semidefinite solutions of (5) stems from the 
following corollary of Theorem 111.2.a. 
LEMMA 1. Let C > 0 and assume that (1) has a positive semidefinite solution. 
Then that solution is unique if and only if (5) has X,, = 0 as only semidejnite 
solution. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that a(A) n r0 is a spectral set for A, and let So be the 
corresponding invariant subspace of 2. 
Then any semide$nzte solution X0 of (5) has 
range(Xs) C tis . 
In particular, if U(A) n r,, = D then X,, = 0 is the only semi&$nite solution 
of (5). 
Proof. Let YE!* be the invariant subspaces of &’ corresponding to the spectral 
sets U(A) n n* . Then &’ = & + x0 + &?+ is a direct sum. 
With C = 0 in Proposition III.6 we get range(X,,) C &? + ZO. Applying 
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the same argument on the equation (-A) X0 + X,(-A)* = 0 we find 
range(X,) C %+ + .%$ . Hence 
range(X,) !Z (x + 9s) r\ (%+ + &e) = &. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose dim(#) < 00. Then (5) has X,, = 0 as its only 
semidefinite solution if and only if u(A) r\ 7~~ = D . 
Proof. Let P be the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace corresponding 
to a point in U(A) A r0 . Then X0 = P is a semidefinite solution of (5). 1 
THEOREM 4. If X > 0 satisfies 
AX+XA*=XA+A*X=O 
then 
Range(X) C Ker(A + A*). 
Proof. We get AX2 = -XA*X = X2A, so that A commutes with X2 and 
hence with X. By the second equation 
(A+A*)X=O 
which is the statement of the theorem. 1 
Remark. The theorem and its simple proof are due to Professor Bryan E. 
Cain. In the author’s original and more complicated version of the theorem C was 
assumed normal. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A be a normal operator. If Re A is injective then (1) has at 
most one positive semidefinite solution. 
Proof. By Putnam’s version of Fuglede’s theorem (See [13], Theorem 1.6.2) 
it follows from (5) that X also satisfies XA + A*X = 0. We can thus apply the 
theorem. 1 
VII. ON W. HAHN'S THEOREM 
In this section we extend W. Hahn’s criterion (See Corollary 3 below or [8]) 
for complete controllability to the infinite dimensional case. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose 
(1) {z E a(A) 1 Re z # O> is a spectral set for A. Let 2? be the corresponding 
invariant subspace of 2%. 
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(2) C > 0 and range(C) _C Z , and 
(3) (1) has a positive definite solution. 
Then %?(A I C) = K and 
Proof. Since x is invariant under A we get from (2) that %?(A 1 C) C Z . 
By Theorem VI.2 we may write the positive definite solution X to (1) as X = 
D + X0 where range(X,,) C Z0 with the notation from that theorem and from 
equation (2). Now 
By the assumption (3) we have X%’ = H and hence %?(A 1 C) = &? . 
By Theorem V.2 it follows that 
CT,, u n- 2 u(A le(A~C)) = a(A IP-) = (z E u(A) I Re z # O}, 
which implies the result. 1 
Remarks. (1) In the finite dimensional case the condition range(C) C A? 
is superfluous, because it is implied by the others (By Theorem V.1, A I+qalc) is 
stable, so H- > g(A I C)). 
The present proposition is therefore a generalization of part of Corollary 4.1 
of [16]. 
(2) The condition range(C) _C A’? is not automatically satisfied in general as 
Example V.4 shows. 
THEOREM 2. Let A = -C + iB be a dissipative operator with B and C 
selfadjoint operators. Let us assume that {x E o(A) I Re z < 0} is a spectral set for A 
and let ZZ denote the corresponding subspace qf Z. Then 
(1) Z=Z’*V(B/C)=Z 
(2) %‘(B I C) = SF 3 SK = Z, provided range C C Z? . 
COROLLARY 3 (W. Hahn [S]). Let A be a dissipative matrix with the decom- 
position A = -C + iB, where B and C are selfadjoint. 
Then all the eigenvalues of A have negative realpart if and only if%(B 1 C) = Z. 
Proof of the theorem. Th e 1 ‘d ea of the proof is due to K. Wimmer [19]. The 
equation AX + XA* = -C h as the solution X = 41, which is positive 
definite. Furthermore 
%?(iz 1 C) = U(iB - C I C) = ‘e(B 1 C). 
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(1) We have range(C) C $+F = G%? so that Proposition 1 applies. Hence 
V(B 1 C) = qL4 1 C) = x. = 2. 
(2) range CC Z?? =e- iw = V(B 1 C) = %?(A 1 C) c sfc . 
Proof of the corollary. X = $1 is again a positive definite solution. So Remark 
1 and then Theorem 2 apply. 1 
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